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Abstract  
Nowadays the body of knowledge in IT courses includes topics about relational databases in 
which students have to obtain at least basic knowledge and skills to perform CRUD (Create, 
Read, Update, and Delete) operations using SQL. For the students in the area of computer 
science, the advanced SQL topics like data definition, transaction processing, database 
administration, and some SQL procedural extensions are included, in addition to the basic SQL 
knowledge and skills mentioned above. By default, the theoretical lectures in SQL topics are 
supplemented by practical training using a real DBMS environment, which is appropriate for 
self-training too. A basic requirement for the used environments is to provide the SQL 
functionalities needed. Another basic requirement is to have easy procedures for recovering 
the database schema and state, or the entire DBMS environment with database schema(s) and 
state(s) inside. In the real database design and development process, this kind of DBMS 
environment is called a “sandbox database”. Additionally, sandbox databases used in 
university courses have to be free of charge for the students (in general or covered by the 
university license), and to not have special hardware and/or software requirements. In this way, 
all students will be in an equal state during class or individual training i.e. the “sandbox” each 
time will be the same for all of them. 
In this paper, a simple framework is developed for comparing sandbox databases for SQL 
training at university level and some popular database sandboxes available free. Variants for 
individual sandbox creation are analyzed using this framework. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays the body of knowledge in IT courses includes topics about databases and data 
management. Although NoSQL databases are becoming more and more common, relational databases 
are still the main technology for storing and managing data, and SQL is an integral part of this. Since 
SQL is the major language in database systems, SQL knowledge and skills are also an important part 
of students’ preparation for their professional career in the software industry [1]. In general IT courses, 
the students have to obtain at least basic knowledge and skills to perform CRUD (Create, Read, Update, 
and Delete) operations using SQL. For the students in the Computer science, Information Systems, 
Information Technology and Software engineering majors, the comprehensive database course is an 
obligatory part of the curriculums [2, 3, 4, 5]. In such database courses the advanced SQL topics like 
data definition, transaction processing, database administration, and some SQL procedural extensions 
like triggers and stored procedures are included, in addition to the basic SQL knowledge and skills 
mentioned above. 

By default, the theoretical lectures in SQL topics are supplemented by practical sessions in computer 
labs where students have to solve tasks using SQL in a real DBMS environment with the example 
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database schema(s) in particular state(s) installed. Self-training using a real DBMS environment is also 
an important part of the learning process too. 

A basic requirement for the environments used for practical training is to provide the SQL 
functionalities needed to cover the SQL topics learned. During the training process, it is possible that 
the database schema, state or DBMS environment settings are changed as a result of solving tasks, 
making experiments or by mistake, so another basic requirement is to have easy procedures for 
recovering the database schema and state, or the entire DBMS environment with database schema(s) 
and state(s) inside. 

In the real database design and development process, this kind of DBMS environment is called a 
“sandbox database”. Additionally, to support self-training, sandbox databases used in university courses 
have to be free of charge for the students (in general or covered by the university license), and not to 
have special hardware and/or software requirements. Another option is to provide sandbox databases 
as a service which can be accessed with minimal local software installed. In this way, all students will 
be in an equal state during class or individual training i.e. the “sandbox” will be the same for all of them 
at all times. Moreover, using sandbox database(s) during classes prepares the students for the real 
working environment in the software companies. 

2 Related works and technological solutions 

2.1 Example databases in the university textbooks 
The example database schemas and SQL topics in most of the popular database books used in the 

university courses [6, 7, 8, 9] are mainly focused on online transaction processing (OLTP) features of 
relational databases, so SQL class examples, projects and exam tasks are traditionally based on 
application of Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements (INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE and 
DELETE) and partially on Transaction Control Language (TCL) statements (BEGIN, COMMIT, and 
ROLLBACK). Application of Data Definition Language (DDL) statements (CREATE, ALTER, and 
DROP) and Data Control Language (DCL) statements (GRANT, REVOKE) are partially included too. 
The same topics are covered in the books dedicated to SQL [10, 11]. With respect to the rising Big Data 
phenomena, some authors argued that this body of knowledge is not enough for data scientists and also 
SQL topics about data cleaning, data transformation and statistical querying are needed. [12, 13] 

In some books [6, 7, 10, 11] there are no preferences about what DBMS environment to be used in 
the practical sessions, so examples are based on DML and DDL SQL statements which are supported 
in most of the popular DBMS. In others, like [8, 9], DDL scripts for creation and population of the 
example database, compatible with one or more DBMS, are provided and the examples are suitable for 
the particular DBMS(s). Generally, no special sandbox database is proposed or provided. 

2.2 Sandbox databases for university courses in research papers 
There exists a set of standalone SQL training environments which provide automatic evaluation and 

assessment of the students’ SQL solutions. Such environments are directed mainly to students’ self-
training and/or formal grading. In self-training mode, these environments return some feedback about 
correctness of the solution to the students. By default, these environments implement only a fixed set 
of the database schemas, states and set of the queries included. In addition, a lot of these environments 
– SQLator [14], SQLify [15], SQL Exploratorium [16], testSQL [17], SQL-Tutor [18], SQLT-Web 
[19], AcceSQL [20], SQL Tester [21] and aSQLg [22] support only SELECT statement and don’t allow 
students to execute “dangerous” DML (i.e. INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) or DDL (i.e. CREATE, 
ALTER, and DROP) statements. SQL-Tutor and its web-based extension SQLT-Web use Constraint-
Based Modeling [20, 21] instead of a real database engine for query evaluation. XDa-TA [23] 
environment allows usage only of DML “dangerous” statements, but internally they are converted for 
execution to equivalent for evaluation SELECT statements. In general, these environments are not fully-
functional sandbox databases, because they are more focused on guided self-training or formal grading, 
than to the flexible database schema and state, and rich SQL functionalities. 
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One interesting and more powerful solution is MySQL Sandbox [24] which implements natively all 
DML and DDL statements and has no database schema fixed. Students are allowed to work 
simultaneously with the same database schema or with different ones, according to their needs. When 
a student starts the session, his/her own copy of the database is created and he/she is able to execute the 
full set of DML and DDL statements. MySQL Sandbox is integrated into DBLearn tool [25] and 
provides grading capabilities. Authors claim about 100% of effectiveness of this tool in automatic 
grading during the experimental phase. 

An interactive SQL tutorial, integrated in learning management system (LMS) is presented in [12] 
where the sandbox database is part of the used LMS. Because each student’s query is executed in a 
separate sandbox on a freshly initialized database instance, a rich set of SQL functionalities can be 
applied in the tutoring examples, including DML and DDL statements, stored procedures, triggers and 
user-defined functions. The database schemas, states and queries used are limited to the tutorial 
examples and test cases for evaluation of the students’ solutions. 

Another environment that implements more successfully the idea of a sandbox database for 
university courses is ClassDB [26], which supports SQL topics from basic to advanced ones with 
possibilities to run a mix of SQL and Python/R code inside a DBMS. Each student or team works in 
their own sandbox database to which instructors have access to provide feedback if it is needed. Both 
students and instructors can review activity logs to analyze activities in the sandbox database. 

2.3 Sandbox databases suitable for university courses 
Sandbox databases suitable for university database courses can be created in many ways using a rich 

set of technological solutions available. The classical approach is to provide the university level service 
as a central DBMS server with remote access. Another possible solution is to have local DBMS on each 
computer as an installed application, in Virtual Machines (VM) or in containers (i.e. Docker). In this 
case it is preferable the DBMS used to be free/community/express versions in order to avoid licensing 
problems for students’ computers. In addition, sandbox databases provided as a free service are very 
popular in informal and self-training. Some of them can be successfully used in the university database 
courses as a primary sandbox database or as a complementary one, suitable for out of class training or 
for project development. These services are web-based or cloud-based and depending on the particular 
service could provide different SQL functionalities or database size. Free sandbox databases with fixed 
database schema and state are not flexible enough to fit in the university courses, thus are excluded 
from this review. 

2.3.1 Sandbox databases provided at university level 
Central DBMS server provides good functionality including DDL, DML, TCL and other specific to 

the DBMS used extensions. Due to security reasons, DCL commands are forbidden in the students’ 
accounts. To access the DBMS server, “fat” (special client software, dependent on the DBMS used) or 
“thin” (SSH tool, web browser) clients have to be used in computer labs and on students’ personal 
computers. DBMS administration is centralized and students don’t have to care about it. Each student 
is provided with a personal database workspace to train SQL. Creating or restoring the database schema 
and state can be done by DB administrators or by the students, using scripts provided by the instructor. 

2.3.2 Sandbox databases set locally 

 Free/community/express version of the DBMS like MySQL [27], PostgreSQL [28], MS 
SQL Server Express [29], Oracle DB Express [30] etc., installed locally. This allows full 
SQL functionality without any limitation. Creating or restoring of the database schema and 
state can be done using scripts provided by the instructor, but restoring DBMS settings after 
wrong command(s) could be a very problematic task, and sometimes а reinstall of the 
DBMS is needed. Although setting or managing this kind of sandbox databases should not 
be a problem for system administrators in computer labs, it could be a problem for some of 
the students without some operating system knowledge and skills. 
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 Local virtual machine (VM) with VM images with free/community/express version of the 
DBMS provided by the instructor. Like in local DBMS installation, а VM allows full SQL 
functionality. Creating and restoring the database schema and state can be done using scripts 
provided by the instructor and DBMS settings can be restored by reloading the image in the 
VM. This kind of the sandbox database is easy to set up and manage, but uses more hardware 
resources than local DBMS installation. Free VM images of some DBMS listed above can 
be found in example at Bitnami site [31]. 

 Local Docker container with Docker images with free/community/express version of the 
DBMS provided by the instructor. This kind of sandbox database allows full SQL 
functionality. Creating and restoring the database schema and state can be done using scripts 
provided by the instructor and DBMS settings can be restored by reloading the Docker 
image. Initial setting of the Docker Desktop could make setting of this kind of sandbox 
databases more complicated for the students, but uses less hardware resources than DBMS 
installed in VM. Some free DBMS Docker images can be found in example at Bitnami site 
[31]. 

2.3.3 Web-based sandboxes available for free 

 Oracle Live SQL [32] (Fig. 1) works with Oracle DB and allows fully functional DDL, 
DML and TCL queries to be executed. Also stored procedures and UDFs can be defined 
and used. After each login the user is provided with an empty workspace in which a new 
database schema can be created and populated. After logoff the workspace is cleared, but 
the created scripts are saved and can be used in the next session. This sandbox cannot 
execute DCL queries. 

 

Figure 1: Oracle Live SQL query execution example using modified SCO database schema [11] 

 Oracle APEX [33] (Fig. 2) is a rapid application development (RAD) environment over 
Oracle DB. APEX can be used successfully as a sandbox database with full DDL, DML and 
TCL functionalities, stored procedures and UDFs, but DCL statements cannot be used – the 
administration is through a web interface. The workspace created is not cleared after logoff 
and all currently created database objects and scripts can be stored for future use. In addition, 
one workspace can have many users, so this sandbox is also suitable for group database 
project development. Oracle APEX can be used also as university level sandbox service, 
because it is freeware. 
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Figure 2: Oracle Apex query execution example using modified SCO database schema [11] 

 “Fiddle” like sandboxes – db<>fiddle [34], SQL Fiddle [35] (Fig. 3), DB-Fiddle [36] etc. 
are popular free sandboxes with web client interface. DBMS used in the backend can be 
selected from the list and includes MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQLite, MS SQL Server 
etc. according to the particular system. Registration is not needed and each new session 
starts with an empty database schema. Full set of DDL and DML queries can be executed, 
and created database schema, state and queries can be shared as links with other users. 

 

Figure 3: SQL Fiddle query execution example using modified SCO database schema [11] 

3 Framework for comparing sandbox databases 

Requirements for the sandbox database to be used in practical sessions and self-training in university 
database courses can be classified into four groups: 

 SQL functionality support. The full list of SQL functionalities includes: 
a. DML statements (SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE); 
b. DDL statements (CREATE, ALTER, DROP); 
c. TCL statements (BEGIN, END, COMMIT, ROLLBACK); 
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d. DCL statements (GRANT, REVOKE); 
e. Procedural extensions. 

 Creating and recovering efforts. Available procedures for: 
a. creating and recovering the database schema and state;  
b. recovering of the entire DBMS environment with database schema(s) and state(s) 

inside after wrong DCL operation. 
 Software/hardware efforts: 

a. license type – free/commercial; 
b. install/managing skills needed. 

 Equality efforts. Ways to guarantee the equal state of the DBMS/database schema/state for 
all of the students during class or individual training: 

a. centralized or personal;  
b. special skills/efforts needed. 

In Table 1 below this framework is applied to part of the considered sandbox databases. MySQL 
Sandbox [25] and ClassDB [26] are classified as “University level services”, because they have a 
centralized administration of the sandbox database. Oracle APEX is also not included in Table 1 
because it can be classified as a free web service sandbox with the same functionalities like Oracle Live 
SQL, or as university level service in case of usage as university web service sandbox. 

Table 1: Framework application 

Requirements/ 
Sandbox 

University 
level 

service 

Local 
install 

Local 
VM 

Local 
Docker 

container 

Oracle 
Live SQL 

“Fiddle” 
like 

SQL support       
DML Y Y Y Y Y Y 
DDL Y Y Y Y Y Y 
TCL Y Y Y Y Y Y 
DCL N Y Y Y N N 
Proc. extensions Y Y Y Y Y Q 

C/R efforts       
DB schema/state C P P P P P 
DBMS C P P P P P 

S/H efforts       
License F F F F F F 
Special hardware req. N Q Q Q N N 
Install/managing skills N Y N Q N N 

Equality efforts       
Centralized/Personal C P P P P P 
Special efforts N Q Q Q N N 

Legend: Y (yes), N (no), C (centralized), P (personal), Q (questionable, not clear), F (free or have to be 
free) 

4 Conclusions 

Practical training is an important part of the university IT or database courses. To be successful, 
SQL practical sessions have to be supported not only by appropriate database schemas, states and tasks, 
but also by a sandbox database where students are able to solve tasks, experiment with different 
approaches, create their own schemas etc. Also, the sandbox database has to be suitable for self-training, 
i.e. to be used on students’ personal computers without any special hardware, software or licensing 
requirements and to have easy procedures for database recovery. 

As is visible from the literature review, a lot of research is focused not on the development of suitable 
sandbox databases for this general usage, but more on the environment for guided self-training, 
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combined with automatic self-assessment and/or grading. These environments are not exactly sandbox 
databases in the meaning used in IT practice and restrict students’ ability to experiment. 

Using sandbox databases as university level services is a preferable solution, with rich SQL 
functionality and centralized administration of workspaces which guarantees all students to be in an 
equal state during class or individual training. Web-based sandboxes available for free are a good 
solution too, and combined with scripts for database schema and state creation, achieve a similar effect 
as university level services, but without financial cost for the university and special efforts for the 
students. For example, Oracle Live SQL and Oracle Apex were successfully used to support practical 
sessions and projects development in database courses during COVID-19 crisis at New Bulgarian 
University and at American University in Bulgaria. 

Because of students’ restrictions to execute DCL statements, solutions mentioned above are not 
applicable for practical training in database administration topics. For this purpose, sandbox databases 
in VM or Docker containers are applicable although they require extra skills and efforts from the 
students. In fact, this is not a real problem because database administration topics are directed to the 
advanced students. 
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